Following a six-year run performing the role of Christine Daae in the Las Vegas production of
Phantom of the Opera, Kristen Hertzenberg is currently performing in the Tony Award-winning
musical Million Dollar Quartet at in Las Vegas.
Her recent sold-out concerts at Mandalay Bay’s House Of Blues Foundation Room, The Chrome
Room at Santa Fe Station Casino, and the prestigious Cabaret Jazz at the Smith Center for the
Performing Arts in Las Vegas have made her one of the most sought after vocal performers in
North America. Against a backdrop of Auto-Tuned fakery and prefab idols, Hertzenberg stands
out for being a genuine, stunning, effects-free entertainer who can drop jaws with the best of
them.
Having made her debuts with the Las Vegas and Abilene Philharmonic Orchestras in 2010,
Hertzenberg returned to perform with both for their 2011 Holiday Pops concerts. She was then
featured on the Las Vegas Philharmonic’s Fourth of July pops concert at The Smith Center for
the Performing Arts in July 2013. She will return to perform with the Las Vegas Philharmonic in
2015 and has concerts scheduled in Southern California and Idaho, as well.
This Texas-born singer grew up learning to rap by boom box-blasting Young MC's "Bust a Move"
and went on to earn a master's degree in Opera Performance at the Longy School of Music in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. She studied at the Austrian American Mozart Academy in Salzburg,
Austria and was a first place winner in the National Opera Association competition.
She was then cast in the ensemble of a European tour of the musical Hair and eventually starred
as “Sheila”. The show opened in Paris and over the course of about two years, went on to play in
cities across Italy, Germany, Austria, and The Netherlands.
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Upon returning from her adventures in Europe, she and her husband Dana relocated to Las Vegas
when she was cast in the original ensemble of Phantom - The Las Vegas Spectacular. One year
later, she began playing “Christine Daae” and continued in that role until the production’s closing
in September of 2012. The following year, she changed gears entirely playing the role of “Heidi” in
the Arts Frontier Foundation production of [title of show] in Las Vegas. She has also originated
several roles in readings and workshops of new musicals by Broadway composers.
Praised for her versatility, Ms. Hertzenberg is equally as comfortable performing a Puccini aria as
she is singing rock & roll in Million Dollar Quartet or fronting her own blues band. With newspaper
raves and magazine profiles piling up, she is poised to take the nation by storm.

"

One of our city's most accomplished vocal talents."
–Robin Leach
“Onstage, her voice is the centerpiece, a versatile and
dynamic instrument that goes from gritty blues to
angelic peal at the drop of a Julie London record
sleeve.”
–Desert Companion
"Whether she’s slowing up-tempo pop songs into soft,
dreamy melodies, belting out love songs, owning
country or dipping into the Broadway songbook,
Kristen Hertzenberg reaches out to her audience with
so much personality, skill, emotion and vocal power
that it’s no surprise Desert Companion named her
Best Torch Singer this year.”
–Las Vegas Weekly
"Who knew the operatic Christine from the
Vegas Phantom was secretly a Bonnie Raitt-style
blues-rocker? It's no secret now."
–Las Vegas Review-Journal
“A singer with extraordinary vocal depth.”
–Las Vegas Weekly
“A graceful performer whose voice is at once lilting
and limitless!”
–Las Vegas Sun
"Amazing!"
–Amsterdam Metro
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